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Transfer from Pittsburgh Theological Seminary
Hans Eberhard von Waldow was born in Germany. He earned his ThD from the University of Bonn and served pastorates in West Germany prior to going to Brazil where he was Professor of Old Testament at the Lutheran Theological Seminary in Sao Leopoldo, Brazil where he served seven years. Dr. von Waldow joined the faculty at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary in 1966 as a Visiting Professor of Old Testament. In 1966 he became Associate Professor and, in 1974, Professor. He retired in 1993 as Emeritus Professor.

In addition to his professional activities, Dr. von Waldow had a concern for Jewish-Christian relations and was an ardent supporter of the Fine Arts and classical music in Pittsburgh.

SCOPE

The record group of Eberhard von Waldow contains a photograph, some biographical and professional information, several manuscripts of articles, class materials, newspaper items and some published articles.

4 file folders.
Von WALDOW, Hans Eberhard (93:3).

INVENTORY.

Photograph; biographical/educational/professional profile.
Course outline; How to Write a Term Paper (with model).
MS: Homosexuality In Christian Theological View, 1977.
MS: Some Comments on Professor von Waldow’s Paper:
MS: An Eyewitness, 50 Years Later, 1988 (2 copies).
MS: The Witness of God’s People to the World After the Holocaust.
Faculty Committee report re: statement on homosexuality, 1977.
Committee motions 2-12, various subjects, 1992(3?).
Note: Retirement…Prof. Hare and Prof. von Waldow.
Memo: retirement occasion to honor Hare and von Waldow.

FF 1.

Note: Welcome to von Waldows; notice of lectures by Prof. von Waldow.
List of publications by E. von Waldow (1953-80).
News items:
A ‘new’ German builds bridges of understanding, Pittsburgh Post-
Ex-German Tank Commander to Explore Israel, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette,
April 15, 1982.
Ex-Nazi Officer Warns of U.S. Trend to Fascism, The Pittsburgh Press,
O’Neill, Brian. Christmas card…lobbyist (no date).
Love, Gilbert. Patriotic Pupils Tell Why It’s A ‘Grand Old Flag’ (no
date).
Publications:
Social Responsibility and Social Structure in Early Israel, Catholic
Bream, Howard N., et al, Editors. Israel and Her Land: Some Theological
Considerations, A Light unto My Path: OT Studies…Jacob M. Myers.
Von WALDOW, Hans Eberhard (93:3).

INVENTORY.


Obituaries (*Pittsburgh Post-Gazette* and *Panorama*).

Publications:


**Note:** The two items in folder 4 were received from an alumni, accessioned, and added to the collection on June 27, 2013. -Desirae Sweet, Archives Intern